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CLIENT CASE STUDIES

Client Case Study

U.S. BANK: PRIVATE CLIENT RESERVE
OBJECTIVE:
Position the Private Client Reserve arm of U.S. Bank as the authority on services
and expertise to help individuals and multi-generational families deal with the wide
range of needs they’ll encounter throughout their lifetimes. Designed for high net
worth clients, content includes insights on how their trend research, customized
risk management tools and strategies, and a holistic approach to financial planning
ensures their clients reach their unique goals.
EXECUTION:
Complete production—from editorial idea generation in collaboration with
U.S. Bank and creation through design, layout, printing—of an award-winning , versioned (localized for eight markets) magazine that shares real world best practices
and delivers an editorial package that walks that fine line of providing higly useful
content despite being a clearly single-branded vehicle.
RESULTS:
An on-point, locally customized magazine and digital companion with thought-provoking and actionable content. Exemplifies Greenspring’s ability to source and work
with a completely unique set of writers and corporate contacts to ensure content
blended seamlessly with U.S. Bank’s content marketing and brand strategy.
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BLOOMINGTON CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 501(c)(3)
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Planner
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OBJECTIVE:
Develop a digital, business-to-business periodical that has the capability to be used
secondarily as a printed communication piece as necessary for the city of Bloomington. In both iterations, The Planner’s goal is to help national and international
meeting planners conduct their events in Bloomington, Minn.
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EXECUTION:
Complete production—from editorial idea generation and creation through design,
layout, uploading digital edition and dissemination. Digital content engages meeting
planners with a useful mix of how-to guides, suggestions, promotions and other
information about how the Bloomington Convention & Visitors Bureau can aid planners in conducting their events.
RESULTS:
A highly effective periodical that is ideally suited for quick turnaround messaging
and dissemination through a targeted eblast series aimed at a list of international
planners and CVB contacts. Has won the city of Bloomington Best Practice honors
in the hospitality and CVB industries.
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